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How AppGuard Protections Beat Cylance Protect (CP)
AppGuard Cylance Protect 

Endpoint Preventive 
Protection

Scales to threat by  
Reducing Workload

Least Labor &  
Skills Intensive

One-time App Patches  
for Life

Protects Mission Critical Apps 
from Rest of Endpoint

To make detection methods scale to the infinite variations of malware attacks, artificial intelligence and 
machine learning are touted as the answer. Nearly all characterizations of applied artificial intelligence are 
only machine learning, which is far less effective and unique than many know. True experts agree almost 
universally, many vendors like CP are over-hyping these terms. Malware detections only improved marginally. 
Obfuscation and evasion tactics that were effective with traditional tools work great with machine learning. 
There is anti-machine learning that don’t work on traditional tools. Machine learning’s great weakness is 
change. A seemingly insignificant change in the environment can adversely affect detection efficacy. But 
‘change’ is the one universal constant in enterprise.

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are 
massively abused and over-hyped terms; AppGuard 
proudly avoids them 
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Anti-malware controls fall into two categories: 
Detection (antivirus, machine learning antivirus, 
endpoint detection & response, behavior analytics) 
and Conformance (application whitelisting & control, 
host intrusion prevention systems, anti-exploit, 
sandboxing, process virtualization). Detection tools 
must recognize malware or its effects to succeed. 
Conformance tools succeed by blocking malware’s 
intended actions. However, they are usually 
burdensome to deploy and maintain because minor 
endpoint changes necessitate policy updates. As no 
one detection method is good enough, CP employs 
many. As too many attacks still elude detection, 
CP added conformance methods. If CP’s machine 
learning detection methods were as effective, adding 
whitelisting, anti-exploit, memory firewall, and other 
conformance controls would have been unnecessary. 
CP’s inability to analyze some common file types 
further limits detection.

Appguard Needs 
No Detection and 
Conformance Controls

CP does and it's 
burdensome to deploy 

and maintain 
VS

AppGuard uses no detection techniques.  Its auto-
adaptive conformance methods use zero trust 
controls WITHIN endpoints. They are simpler than 
any one of CP’s major conformance or detection 
methods.
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TCP agents can use API’s to leverage Microsoft’s AMSI 
tool within Windows 10 to try to tell good from bad 
scripts and commands. AMSI detection rates are 80% 
to 90% because most adversaries merely copy/paste 
script code and do little to obfuscate. Sophisticated 
script attacks routinely defeat AMSI.  CP’s other 
answer to script attacks is to disable script engines 
entirely which disruptions.

AppGuard gives the enterprise more and better 
choices. By default, it limits script launches to 
trustworthy applications, determined via digital 

Script Attack Controls: 
Appguard’s Are  
‘Block-Or-Restrain’

CP’s are  
‘AMSI-or-Nothing’VS

Machine learning amounts to statistical guessing. 
CP does so with binary analysis (i.e., tell good from 
bad files) and behavior analytics (i.e., tell normal 
from abnormal behavior). For script-based malware, 
it can leverage AMSI from Microsoft on Windows 
10 endpoints. This too is a source of false positives/
negatives. 

AppGuard does NOT judge good from bad or 
normal from abnormal as detection methods do. 
Instead, zero trust controls assume legit computing 
processes can be harmful at any moment. Rather 
than try to detect such a transition, state, or react 
later, it enforces controls that block and restrain 
intended actions to prevent compromise. In part, 

Appguard Doesn’t 
‘Guess’

CP Does and Has 
Many Sources of False 

Positives/Negatives
VS

it uses app containment to block harmful file and 
memory actions to other apps and the endpoint, 
as well as, app isolation to prevent other endpoint 
processes from altering or stealing from an isolated 
app. These and other zero trust controls block more 
known and unknown malware than CP because 
they do not have to recognize it or its effects. 

signature, origin, and/or location. Next, script 
engines can be contained such that any resulting 
process from a script file or command cannot do 
harmful actions to core parts of the endpoint as 
well as to other applications. Optionally, AppGuard 
suppresses script engines entirely. However, IT/Sec-
Ops tools can be designated via policy such that they 
can use those suppressed tools on-demand. Further, 
should a script attack occur simultaneously, it would 
be blocked while the IT/Sec-Ops usage would be 
allowed because AppGuard’s controls are  
context-aware.
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PCP began with machine learning binary analysis. 
It added conformance tools to try to block what 
this miss. However, it added behavior analytics and 
recommends licensing Cylance Optics, an EDR tool, 
to detect what was NOT prevented from detonating. 
A massive pharmaceuticals corporation conducted 
a private malware test where they scored protection 
results in terms of prevention. AppGuard’s score was 
50% higher than that of CP. 

Appguard's Prevention 
Protection Is More 
Effective

CP's Is Complex  and 
InefficientVS

AppGuard’s zero trust controls create a myriad of 
adapting compartments throughout endpoints 
that block the actions adversaries need done 
within endpoints to succeed. These blocks do 
not require recognition whereas CP’s many 
detection components do. They must parse infinite 
possibilities. AppGuard does not need to.

Both CP and AppGuard feature memory firewall like 
controls that block read/write memory operations 
among applications. CP’s are implemented in a static 
manner; each rule must be explicitly defined per 
process. 

Memory Attack 
Controls: Appguard’s 
Are Adaptive

CP’s Are Static, Rules 
Must Be Explicitly 

Defined per Process
VS

AppGuard’s are adaptive. This means they are simpler 
to define and maintain. And, they are better at 
dealing with unanticipated attacks.
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TCP requires personnel to tune its machine 
learning model for the enterprise’s environment. Its 
conformance tools require considerable up-front 
and ongoing policy work. CP’s detection alerts 
require high-skill analysts to monitor and respond 
to alerts around the clock. As CP is less preventative, 
personnel are required to remediate endpoints after 
malware detonation. Also, less prevention means 
that detection layers beyond endpoints are required 
to detect what was missed. This also includes data 
mining (e.g., SIEM) all relevant sources for indicators.

Appguard Is Set and 
Forget

CP Requires Constant 
Monitoring and  
More Personnel

VS

CP consists of multiple machine learning 
components that must be tuned, including triaging 
false positives. CP’s whitelisting is so inefficient that 
they recommend this for “fixed devices” only. Each of 
CP’s many components require administration. CP’s 
detection tools generate alerts that require human 
analysts to monitor and respond.

AppGuard uses higher level abstractions that avoids 
having to know all of an application’s executable 
files and how they should behave. AppGuard only 
needs the full-path name of an application’s parent 

Appguard Is Easy to 
Deploy and Operate

CP Is Difficult and Time 
ConsumingVS

executable (e.g., C:\Program Files\..\firefox.exe). 

AppGuard’s containment control ensures that any 
resulting process inherits containment. This is easily 
done for any application. Isolation and other controls 
are similarly as easy and adaptive. Operationally, 
there are no detection alerts from AppGuard 
requiring IT/Sec-Ops to monitor and respond. 
AppGuard simply notifies them what it blocked. 
Many AppGuard customer’s praise it for its nearly ‘set 
& forget’ operations (see our case studies).

Any competent Windows administrator can deploy 
and operate AppGuard. Over 90% of its policies are 
defined by default. Once deployed on enterprise 
laptops, desktops, and servers, the agents run many 
months without need of policy updates. Its highly 
preventative controls mean remediation is rarely 
required. Analysts are not required to monitor and 
respond to AppGuard block event logs because 
they are mere notifications of what was blocked, not 
what might have been detected. Its highly effective 
preventative protection stops malware attacks at the 
targeted endpoint such that detection layers beyond 
the endpoint have far fewer alerts to monitor and 
respond.
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FApp exploits take advantage of a software 
vulnerability the results in the adversary seizing 
some control over the targeted App. CP includes 
an anti-exploit component. In theory, CP injects 
a blob into the memory of the target App that 
‘deflects’ the exploit attempt. Ideally, each blob 
would be specifically crafted for the App and their 
vulnerability. Microsoft abandoned this idea because 
the operational burden was far worse than patch 
management. What remains today of all anti-exploit 
features is a watered-down control: same generic 
blobs for all Apps which is mostly “Hit & miss”. CP 
uses machine learning to try to recognize files 
that are similar to those that have exploited Apps 
previously.  It also uses machine learning to detect 
abnormal behavior by Apps after they have been 
hijacked. Its conformance features, if enabled (i.e., 
requires effort), might block resulting actions. And 
finally, CylanceOptics might detect what was not 
detected or blocked earlier. 

AppGuard is premised on an observation that 
all successful malware attacks involved one or 
more Apps letting malware in as well as doing 
harm afterwards. AppGuard assumes that any 
App or computing process may go rogue at any 
moment. Its adaptive containment ensures that 

AppGuard is Adaptive 
Containment 

CP Is Not as It Relies on 
App ExploitsVS

whatever process results from a targeted App going 
rogue cannot do the harmful actions intended. 
Hijacked Apps can download malicious scripts and 
executables to low privilege areas. So, AppGuard 
only allows the trustworthy ones to launch. This 
is not CP’s whitelisting, which must be 10,000’s 
to 100,000’s of items long, spanning the entire 
endpoint.  AppGuard, implements isolation controls 
to deal with that potentially malicious process that 
somehow, some-way. This prevents that process 
from altering or stealing from whatever is isolated 
(e.g., Windows lsass.exe for pass-the-hash/ticket, 
password manager’s master key, credit card data in a 
POS App’s memory, etc). These controls are far more 
effective and operationally efficient than CP’s many 
layers of uncertainty.
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Most enterprises struggle to keep up with 
patch management. And it’s not merely about 
implementing them in time. Frequently, forensic 
reports point to a breach’s cause from a failed patch. 
The less successful patching is the more CP and its IT/
Sec-Ops personnel must work.

AppGuard treats unpatched Apps no different from 
patched ones. It expects zero-day attacks Applying 

Appguard Is One-Time, 
Universal Patch

CP “Reacts” to Exploited 
Unpatched AppsVS

a containment rule to Any App is as easy as adding 
a song to a playlist. It doesn’t prevent hijacking of 
an App; it blocks any harm from hijacked Apps. 
This amounts to a one-time, lifetime patch for any 
App. IT-Ops don’t need to rush patches out before 
they are tested. No need for Sec-Ops to implement 
workarounds. AppGuard takes the pressure off patch 
and zero-day vulnerability management.

Appguard Isolation 
Allows Mission Critical 
Apps to Safely Run 

CP Needs It/Sec-Ops to 
Quarantine/Restore VS

Nearly every endpoint protection tool on the market, 
including CP, has IT/Sec-Ops quarantine/restore a 
server at the first indication of a malicious process. 
When a laptop or desktop is involved, only one 
person is impacted. But a server may be hosting a 
mission critical App that would impact an entire 
business model. 

AppGuard isolates mission critical apps so they 
can safely run until the next maintenance window. 
Request our Xbash demos on Linux. Even after giving 
the malware root privilege on the host. AppGuard 
blocks the memory and file system reads and writes, 
as well as the attempts to terminate the protection 
service.
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A research firm named Passmark measured the 
footprint of endpoint protection tools, including CP. 
AppGuard is generally 10 to 200 times lighter than 
alternatives. This is particularly beneficial on older 
machines as well as VDI endpoints.

Appguard Is  
Lightweight on  
Systems

CP Is Heavy  
on ResourcesVS

CP can block malware that ultimately attacks the 
master boot record of a hard drive, if the malware is 
recognized. by Machine learning, however, is limited 
to the familiar and the similar-to-the-familiar. The 
different controls/components of CP clearly indicate 
machine learning does not adequate the nearly 
infinite malware possibilities. CP lacks conformance 
controls that directly block MBR alterations. This is 
yet another great example of how ‘detect & react’ 
approaches presume too much. There is no survival 
after detonation when the MBR has been trashed. 

AppGuard Blocks MBR 
changes

CP's "Detect & React" 
Does NotVS

AppGuard has brought its MBR control out of 
retirement after MBR attacks returned in volume in 
the wild. It works by blocking write operations to the 
MBR rather than relying on blocking an earlier stage.

CP APPGUARD

Install Size 380 MB 30 MB

CPU (Idle) 4% 0%

CPU (Scan) 23% n/a

Memory (Idle) 107 MB 10 MB
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